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Where does
leadership happen?

“Lead in the moments that matter. In the places that matter. The people who matter.”
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YOU MIGHT SAY “LEADERSHIP HAPPENS EVERYWHERE”.

These three spaces would tell me a story about how your people lead.

WHERE DO GREAT IDEAS COME FROM?

That leadership is situational. I tend to agree But if I asked you to
take me to the places in your organisation where leadership happens,
where would you take me?

ENGAGING
TEAMS
Individualise the employee experience and engage your people.

If we could choose places that allow us to observe the quality and
caliber of your people leaders, where would those places be?

It would show me how they lead individually. Can they coach and
develop their team.

LEAD
THE CULTURE
Create a world class team culture by design.

Leadership is situational and it is geographical. Some of these places
are obvious. Others are less apparent but they are in no way less
important.

It would show me how they lead culturally. Can they create a culture
by design that is modeled throughout the organisation?

A practical approach to the creative process.

LEAD
WITH STRENGTHS
Use what makes you different to make a difference.

Shane Michael Hatton

If I could choose just three places to observe your leaders in action I
would choose the ‘Conference Room’ the ‘Meeting Room’ and the
‘Lunch Room’.

It would show me how they lead collectively. Can they communicate
and connect?

This is where I focus my work. Helping people leaders to lead more
effectively in the moments that matter, in the places that matter, the
people who matter.

- Sane

Why we need
remarkable people leaders
YOU DON’T FIND GREAT LEADERS.
YOU DEVELOP THEM.

Regardless of the organisation or sector, I
almost always noticed the same challenge.

There’s a leadership ‘gap’.
It sits between the executive leaders and the
people leaders and it causes some big problems.
According to Gallup it accounts for up to 70%
of the variance in team engagement.
It complicates succession planning. The ‘gap’
gets too big for team to make the leap when
you inevitably have to replace key people.
Most noticeably, the gap pulls senior leaders
out of the strategic down into the transactional.

TRANSACTIONAL

STRATEGIC

They spend more time fighting fires and less
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time moving important work forward and
having the strategic influence they need to
have.
We need you out of the detail so that you can
get above ‘working in’ the business to ‘working
on’ the business and achieve your strategic
objectives.
Closing the leadership gap between your
people leaders and executive leaders means
less time dealing with problems and more time
creating valuable and innovative solutions. It
also means your talent pipeline is full of highquality internal candidates that are remarkable
in their current role and promotable for their
next role.
But most importantly, it means you have more
time to do the things that are most important
to you both professionally and personally.

PROGRESSION

FOCUS

Impact

Making a Difference

+

Achieving

Producing Outcomes

+

Momentum

Progressing Work

+

Reactive

Generating Output

-

Firefighting

Dealing With Problems

Burned Out

Checking Out

-

Remarkable

re·mark·able | \ ri-ˈmär-kə-bəl

Worthy of being or likely to be noticed especially as being
uncommon or extraordinary. To be spoken well of and
remembered.

Lead The Room.

Communicate a message that counts in moments that matter.
EVERY TIME YOU SPEAK YOU ARE
EITHER BUILDING OR BURNING YOUR
LEADERSHIP PLATFORM.
Communication isn’t just a ‘helpful skill ’, it
is a leadership imperative and hallmark of the
best leaders.

2021 PROGRAMS

It remains one of the crucial skills for 21st
century leadership. James C. Humes, an
American presidential speech writer put it
this way:

“Every time you have to
speak, you are auditioning
for leadership”
Our world is more globally connected than
ever before, with easier access to information
than at any point in history, yet in the important
moments – the moments that really matter –
people aren’t just looking for something that
can inform them, they are looking to someone
who will lead them.

that not only engages and inspires but also
one that mobilises and compels people to take
action.
In this program I invite you to think bigger
and aim higher than the idea of presentation
skills or simply public speaking.

THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LEADERS AND
TEAMS THAT WANT TO:
• Become a trusted and credible leadership
voice.
• Accelerate change and buy-in

• Capture and communicate your thoughts
with greater confidence and clarity.
• Extend your reach and influence within your
sector or organisation.
• Mobilise people towards action both
internally and externally.’

• Build and leverage your leadership platform
to lead with more impact at scale.

This is a program about making those
moments count. To communicate a message

KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES
>> Learn how to become a trusted leadership voice.
Understand the three obsessions of effective
>>
communicators.
Use the ‘Flight Path Process’ to capture and
>> communicate your thoughts with clarity,
confidence and impact.
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WHO

developing

positioning

trust

PROGRAM THEMES
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Communication

Presentation Skills

Leadership Communication
Positioning
Influence

Session Topics:
• Powerful Positioning.
• Capture & Communicate Your Thoughts.
• Managing Fear and Mastering Delivery.

HOW

lead
the room

Trust

Storytelling
Messaging

WHAT
value

skills

messaging

Lead With Stories.
Build trust and connection with transformational storytelling.

A great communicator can
connect with both the head
and the heart.

LEADING WITH STORIES ISN’T JUST
ABOUT KNOWING HOW TO TELL A STORY.
It’s also knowing what story to tell and when.

2021 PROGRAMS

Research by Neuroscientist Paul Zak has found
that “character-driven stories with emotional
content result in a better understanding of
the key points a speaker wishes to make and
enable better recall of these points weeks
later”. If you have ever had the privilege of
speaking to a room full of people, you will
have experienced how effective storytelling
can cut through and connect.
But the power of story isn’t just limited to
how a leader communicates to an external
audience.
Stories are a powerful tool to build trust, share
learning and accelerate change internally.
They are the secret weapon of great leaders to
bring teams together and align them around a
common purpose.
They build the bridge of empathy amongst
team members and create a glue that connects
teams together.

KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES
>> Learn four reasons why leaders should tell stories.
>> Understand the three stories every leader needs.
>> Overcome the two story objections.
>> Use the one key to creating change through stories.
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Effective communication is a practice of
both science and art. This program is about
navigating that space well.

THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LEADERS AND
TEAMS THAT WANT TO:
• Use the art of transformational storytelling
to create a deeper level of trust, awareness and
empathy amongst your team.
• Gain practical skills and experience to
communicate with greater confidence, clarity
and connection.
• Discover how to translate data and bring
out insights in stories that connect with both
the head and the heart of your team.
• Explore the power of metaphor to connect
your ideas.

PROGRAM THEMES
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

Storytelling

Communication

Presentation Skills

Leadership Communication
Positioning
Influence
Trust

Messaging

Transformational

Session Topics:
• Discover Your Signature Stories.
• The Art & Science of Communication.
• Elevating Human.
• Three Stories Every Leader Needs.
• Metaphor Masterclass

Connection

Educational
Mindset

Functional
Behaviour

BEING

KNOWING

DOING

Lead The Conversation.
Move from ‘team problem solver’ to a ‘ team of problem solvers’.
GOOD LEADERS KNOW HOW TO SPEAK.
GREAT LEADERS KNOW WHEN NOT TO.
Development conversations are crucial in
maximising your teams performance and
developing talent.
But all too often good leaders operate as
‘problem solvers’, missing these critical
development opportunities for their team.

2021 PROGRAMS

When Gallup asked people across the
generations why they left their last job, the
most common words they used were ‘growth’
and ‘opportunity’. The research also revealed
that less than a third of employees strongly
agree that the feedback they receive helps
them to do their work better.

Remarkable leaders know
how to ask great questions.
They are a powerful tool to drive engagement,
insight and development. They are the key to
unlock human potential.

the art of ‘asking’ more and ‘telling’ less and
become more coach like in the way they lead
and engage their team.

THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LEADERS AND
TEAMS THAT WANT TO:
• Transform the way you listen and engage
in conversations.
• Lead through ongoing conversations
over annual performance reviews.
• Become more coach like

• Shift from being the ‘problem solver’ of
the team to creating a team of problem
solvers.

• Harness the power of telling less and
asking more to drive meaningful
progress.

• Develop a culture of bottom up initiative.
• Enlarge team capacity.

• Create a culture of accountability and
responsibility.

This is a program to help your leaders master

CONFIDENCE

ACTIVE
LISTENING

RAPPORT

Challenge

EMPATHY

>> Create a problem solving culture.
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Comfort

LEAD THE
CONVERSATION
ask more - tell less

C h o ic e s

>> Learn how to avoid the four coaching derailers.

Session Topics:
• Deep Listening.
• Ask More - Tell Less (Coaching Habits)
• Creating a Team of Problem Solvers.
• Effective Delegation.

Advice

>> Master the art of asking more and telling less.

>> Coaching Teams
>> Becoming Coach Like
>> Problem Solving
>> Team Performance
>> Developing Leaders
>> Delegation
>> Listening

Ambiguity

>> Transform the way you listen in conversations.

PROGRAM THEMES

Clarity

KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES

mmitment
o
C

Assumption

Where Do Great
Ideas Come From?
A practical approach to the creative process.
THERE ARE TWO BIG MISCONCEPTIONS
ABOUT GREAT IDEAS.
The first is that they exist in a brief flash of
insight in a moment. The second is that
they are reserved for some small group of
exceptionally talented people.

2021 PROGRAMS

If these thoughts were true it would be
understandable that people would have a
particular set of beliefs about ideas.
That maybe they are just for some and not for
others That maybe they don’t have any good
or original ideas. That maybe the feeling deep
down of wanting to make a contribution to
the team or to the world is pointless. But...

Great ideas aren’t just a
single moment but a series
of moments. And ideas
aren’t just for somebody but
for everybody.
KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES
>> Learn a simple process for creative thinking.
>> Understand the six moments of ideation and
how to leverage them.
>> Identify the six enemies of creativity and how to
overcome them.
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This program helps people address the fear of
failure and look at the creative process laterally
when ideas don’t come naturally.
We’ll explore why many great ideas stop one
step short of break through and how you can
navigate the valley of despair that comes in
the creative process.

THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LEADERS AND
TEAMS THAT WANT TO:
• Remove the stigma of limited ‘creativity’
in technical roles or sectors.
• Learn a practical process to generate
creative ideas.

• Develop a team culture of innovation
and experimentation.
• Capture the creative potential of your
team.
• Move past the fear of failure.

PROGRAM THEMES
>> Ideation
>> Creativity
>> Collaboration
>> Innovation
>> Strategy
>> Exploration
>> Failure

Session Topic:
• When Ideas Don’t Come Naturally...Think Laterally.
#1

FRUSTRATION
Discomfort

#2

EXPLORATION
Curiosity

#3

CONTEMPLATION
Silence

#4

FRUSTRATION
Abandonment

#5

REVELATION
Clarity

#6

COLLABORATION
Truth

Engaging Teams.

Individualise the employee experience and engage your people.

While many leaders and organisations are
still recovering from rapidly mobilising their
workforce and leading in a global pandemic
– smart leaders and organisations are now
preparing their people for leading out.

In this program we explore the five
conversations your leaders can have to
individualise the employee experience to drive
collective performance.

As the turbulence calms and we find a new
operating rhythm, the next challenge of remobilising the workforce is imminent.

THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LEADERS AND
TEAMS THAT WANT TO:

Strengths

“does this organisation
value my strengths and
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>> Understand how to reward and retain your top
talent.

rmance

>> Discover how to effectively engage remote or
hybrid teams.

Su

>> Raise awareness of what triggers your teams
performance.

>> Hybrid and Remote Teams
>> Strengths
>> Team Performance
>> Team Communication
>> Recognition
>> Employee Experience
>> Growth

fo
Per

>> Know what brings out the best of your team.

PROGRAM THEMES

THE
BEST
OF
US

gers
Trig

KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES

At Your Best

G

Research by Gallup has found that now, more
than ever in the history of corporate culture,
employees are asking:

P
r
e
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Priorities may have shifted, but investing in
leaders remains central to the success of any
organisation preparing to re-mobilise.

• Build a deeper understanding of how
team members build relationships, think
strategically, execute plans and influence
others to accomplish goals.
• Deepen personal and team engagement
in a hybrid working environment.
• Break down or avoid ‘siloed’ and ‘isolated’
team cultures
• Create greater awareness of how your
people feel most valued and recognised
in their role.

rt

Proactive and adaptive leadership wins out
over passivity or reactivity. Preparation softens
the impact of change on your employees
and strengthens engagement. Preparation
shortens the recovery time for operations and
saves valuable money and resources.

2021 PROGRAMS

contribution and give me
the chance to do what I do
best every day?”

o
pp

FEW WERE PREPARED FOR THE FIRST
MOBILISATION BUT WE CAN ALL BE
PREPARED FOR THE NEXT.

Session Topics:
• Engaging Remote and Hybrid Teams
• Individulising the Employee Experience
• Reward & Recognition Conversations

Lead The Culture.
Create a world class team culture by design.

>> Confidently deliver tough conversations.
>> Effectively deliver recognition conversations.
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culture conversations
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>> Culture
>> Cultural Language and Messaging
>> Difficult Conversations
>> Reward and Recognition
>> Employee Experience
>> Messaging
>> Cultural Storytelling

Session Topics:
• Culture By Design.
• Culture Language & Messaging.
• Confronting Conversations
• Recognition Conversations

LEAD THE
CULTURE

red Language

>> Understand the four culture conversations.

PROGRAM THEMES

W hat We Want

t We Say

>> Explore how leaders can create culture by design.

ed Value
Shar

• Craft cultural language and stories that
help spread the culture message.

W ha

KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES

• More effectively reward the behaviours
that strengthen team or organisational
culture.

S ha

In this program you’ll learn how to create
a culture by design that permeates the
organisation in the places you can’t always

• Give feedback on negative or countercultural behaviours in the workplace
in a way that is both empowering and
elegant.

ed Accountabilit
r
a
h
y
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“Great culture is an
organisation’s unseen
competitive advantage.

• Create greater cultural clarity

Behaviour

Many of these issues are the product of a
culture left to its default. This program will
train and equip your leaders with tools and
resources to create and shape a world class
culture by design.

THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LEADERS AND
TEAMS THAT WANT TO:

ared

Are you experiencing disengaged team,
negative corridor conversations, resistance to
change or poor workplace behaviours?

Sh

It’s the tension that exists between how “I do
things” and how “We do things”.

You’ll learn how to define, communicate and
shape your team or organisational culture
through shared value, language, behaviours
and accountability.

at We Do

The office is where the worlds of personal and
organisational culture collide.

be. Where every team member knows and
understands what is expected of them and is
empowered to keep one another accountable
to what is expected of them.

Wh

YOUR ORGANISATION IS A COLLISION OF
CULTURES.

Lead With Strengths.
Use what makes you different to make a difference.
A FOCUS ON STRENGTHS DOES NOT
REPLACE YOUR EXISTING CORPORATE
CULTURE. IT HELPS YOU HARNESS AND
AMPLIFY THE BEST PARTS OF IT.
Our talents and strengths are quick, powerful,
dynamic and transformative.

2021 PROGRAMS

When people learn how to consciously seek
and invent ways to apply their talents to their
goals and tasks, their ability to perform with
excellence increases substantially.

Your best bet for success
lies in building on who you
already are, not in trying to
become someone you’re not.
Gallup has studied human nature and
behaviour for more than 75 years. They have
discovered that people who know their talents
and have the opportunity to use them at
work see a range of benefits including higher
quality of life, productivity, performance and
engagement.

KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES
>> Uncover which talents you rely on to build
relationships, think strategically, execute plans
and influence others to accomplish goals.
>> Use a strengths based approach to development.
>> Create a common language to talk about how
your team communicate and contribute best.
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A winning culture is one that values strengthsbased development. Because a strengthsbased workplace is transformational; it’s a
culture that focuses on continual growth
and improvement among everyone in the
organisation.

THIS PROGRAM IS FOR LEADERS AND
TEAMS THAT WANT TO:
• Create a common strengths based
language and build a deeper
understanding of how team members
contribute and communicate best.
• Apply the tenets of positive psychology
to uplift engagement and team energy.

• Help
people
play
to
their
CliftonStrengths to improve their
performance and engagement at work.
• Go beyond being the ‘boss’ & coach your
team to greatness.

• Position your team to thrive using their
talents.

Session Topics

PROGRAM THEMES
>> Strengths
>> Positive Psychology
>> Collaboration
>> Career
>> Coaching
>> Engagement
>> Performance

STRENGTHS
DISCOVERY
how to identify 2
1 Discover
your greatest talents,
pinpoint what you do best
and develop ways to use
your talents for success in
work and life

STRENGTHS
COLLABORATION
Create a common
strengths based language
and build a deeper
understanding of how
team members contribute
and communicate best

STRENGTHS
LEADERSHIP

3

Go beyond being the ‘boss’ &
coach your team to greatness.
Help your people play to
their CliftonStrengths to
improve their performance
and engagement at work.

Delivery Options

There’s a delivery mode for each program that suits your
preferences. Each program can be delivered:
ONLINE
Using your preferred online platform with the latest technology to create a truly unique
learning experience.

IN PERSON
An energising and interactive experience delivered at your location.

ALL OF THE ABOVE
A blended experience of in person, self directed and online learning.

Delivery Modes

Like the look of a program and want it delivered in a particular
way? Each program outlined in this guide can be delivered as:
•
•
•
•
•

An individual or group coaching program.
An engaging and interactive keynote presentation.
Short term or long term group training programs.
Interactive Masterclasses or Lunch ‘n’ Learn events.
Executive retreats

engage me for

Speaking
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Training

Coaching

Facilitating

12 Month People
Leaders Program

A twelve month transformational leadership experience blending in
person, online, self-directed learning, and group coaching.

Q1

LEAD THE ROOM

the conference room

POWERFUL POSITIONING

CAPTURE AND
COMMUNICATE YOUR
THOUGHTS

Become a trusted
leadership voice.

Speak with confidence
and clarity.

LEAD THE CONVERSATION
Q2

ASK MORE - TELL LESS
Develop a coaching
habit.

Q3

CULTURAL ARCHITECTS
Create a world class
culture by design.

Communication that
connects with head and
heart (inc. storytelling).

the meeting room

PROBLEM SOLVERS
Create a team of
problem solvers.

LEAD THE CULTURE

THE ART & SCIENCE OF
COMMUNICATION

IDEATION MASTERCLASS

A practical approach to
the creative process.

the lunch room

CULTURE CONVERSATIONS

Confronting
and Confirming
Conversations.

THE BEST OF US

Individualise your
employee experience.

LEAD WITH STRENGTHS gallup cliftonstrengths
STRENGTHS DISCOVERY

Q4
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Build your strengths
foundations.

STRENGTHS
COLLABORATION

Develop powerful
strengths partnerships.

STRENGTHS LEADERSHIP

Take a strengths
based approach to
development

ABOUT SHANE
I am an expert in shifting people from potential to performance.
I work with organisations to develop remarkable people leaders. The
kind you talk about and remember.
I help close the leadership gap between your mid and senior level
leaders. Which means you can spend less time fighting fires and
dealing with the transactional problems and more time moving the
important pieces of work forward.
It releases you to have the strategic influence and impact you want
and need to have. It also means your talent pipeline is full of highquality internal candidates to support your succession planning.
I’ve found that leaders will rise to their standard of belief and deliver
to their threshold of capability, so I work with them individually and
in groups to develop both. I’m especially interested in the way leaders
communicate and connect.
My clients tell me that my ‘secret sauce’ is the ability to bring clarity
to their thinking and simplicity to complexity.
I’m an author, trainer, coach and speaker based out of Melbourne,
Australia and I work online, onstage and in person.
I’m a member of the Forbes Global Coaches Council, co-founder of
the People Leaders Network, a Gallup Certified Strengths Coach
and the author of ‘Lead The Room – Communicate a Message That
Counts in Moments That Matter’ (available in all good bookstores).
I’m also the host of a great leadership podcast called Phone Calls
With Clever People.
I can’t wait to continue the conversation of how we can do great work
together.

- Sane
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Some of the clients
That I’ve been fortunate to work with.

I had the pleasure of working with Shane as
he delivered communication training to our
Leadership Team at Vinomofo. Over two
sessions Shane proceeded to blow minds, rock
worlds, drop mics, knock socks off and generally
be all kinds of awesome. To say it was valuable is
an understatement. Not only is he great at what
he does, but he’s one of the nicest guys you’ll
meet.

- MIKEY

“This is DTFs second ‘Lead the Room’ training
with Shane Hatton and I continue to receive great
feedback from our Managers. Any organisations
who are looking for a great trainer, coach and
public speaker I recommend you connect with
Shane. Thanks Shane for sharing your skills and
knowledge with DTF. It’s great to have such an
excellent speaker, training DTF staff.”

- RACHEL
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Shane was invited in to run a values-based
coaching session for the entire People and
Culture team - at that time a number of about 60.
Shane was engaging and humorous throughout
the session and skilfully and collaboratively
led the group to arrive at a set of values-based
behaviours that I continued to endorse and
promote within my own Team over one year
later.
On a more personal level, Shane took time out
of his schedule to check in with me when an
organisation I was working for was undergoing
considerable change - I was facing considerable
challenges of ambiguity, lack of transparency etc
yet Shane made efforts to contact me to simply
listen! I so appreciated his time.
I would be delighted to further expound
upon the quality of Shane’s work and have no
hesitation in recommending his services to other
organisations.

- SUSANNA

“We had Shane come in to run a workshop
with our senior leadership teams, with the aim
of increase confidence with presenting and
improving how the team delivers information.

Not only is Shane exceptionally entertaining as a
speaker, he is extremely informative. As someone
who works with coaches and speakers on the
day-to-day, I couldn’t recommend Shane more.
He was the highlight of the conference.

Shanes approach to ‘Leading the room’ takes
- HELEN
presenting beyond just presentations and
public speaking; and makes it relatable to every
day interactions: how to make an impression, Before the event he was amazing to work with
and effectively get your message across to any - efficient, helpful, friendly and even helped me
audience.
fill a very last minute speaker gap that came up
(who was also fantastic). He’s very adaptable
The half day workshop that we undertook was and almost nothing was too much for him to
engaging and fun; using an active example to help with! He ended up leading a leadership
workshop was a great approach to illustrate roundtable at the event also, which was one of
how we could apply our new skills. I would the most well-attended roundtables at the event.
recommend this session to other organisations He’s clear, energetic and passionate - all round, a
looking to enhance the delivery of their messages pleasure to work with.
and support strong leadership, our CEO who
- SARAH
regularly presents declared that even he took a
lot away from the session.

- CASSIE

In the media

Some of the great places my work has been published
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Praise for the book
What people have said about ‘Lead The Room’

“At the heart of great leadership is great communication. In Lead The Room, Shane brings this
truth into the spotlight with infectious energy and enthusiasm. Shane’s personal and relatable,
story-driven style means you can’t help but enjoy this book. More than that, no matter where
you are in your leadership journey, you can’t help but learn from it.”
Tim Costello, Chief Advocate, World Vision Australia
“We don’t need more eloquent speakers we need more authentic communicators. We need to
give more focus to our character and content than we do our form and delivery. Thank you,
Shane, for providing a tool to encourage that.”
Daniel Flynn, Co-founder Thankyou and best-selling author of Chapter One.
“This is best Australian book on leadership and speaking that I have ever read. Taking a topic
that scares most people, Shane creates a model to help people succeed in leading a team, the
room, a conference facility and probably even the MCG. It is easy reading if you want to be a
great leader then this book is guaranteed to help”
Toby Hall, Group CEO, St Vincent’s Health Australia
“In a noisy world where people are constantly challenged with how to grab attention to deliver
important messages to gain essential engagement and positioning, leadership matters more
than ever. This book is smart, written by a credible leader, packaged in a way that shows you
why, what and how. Don’t delay - study this, action this and lead the room powerfully.”
Christina Guidotti - CEO Leading Women

In the moments that really matter, people don’t just look for something to
inform them, they look to someone who will lead them. They don’t just
want a speaker, they need a leader. This is a book about making those moments count. If you struggle with public speaking or presenting this book
will help, but the real purpose aims higher than that. This is a book to help
you become a more effective leader, to help you build and leverage your
leadership platform to lead and mobilise your people.
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“Lead the Room uses easy to understand models and concepts to illustrate the interconnection
between leadership and communication. The personalised narrative compels you to want to be
a better leader and the practical techniques give you a process to be a better communicator. The
book is a wonderful blend of intellect and emotion, both in the way it is told and the content
that is covered. Emerging and experienced leaders will benefit from reading this.”
Rachel Tulia, Head of People & Culture, Department of Treasury and Finance Victoria
“Shane’s book is a refreshing and necessary read in a world where many leaders are struggling
to connect their messages with the people they lead. This book genuinely connected with me
as a CEO leading transformation. This book will be one that I continue to use as a leader and
one that I purchase for those that I coach.”
Leanne Williams, CEO, West Gippsland Libraries
“For leaders to be seen and heard they don’t just need to know how to build a platform they also
need to know how to lead from it. Great leaders speak into the hearts and minds of the people
they care for. In Lead the Room Shane shows you how.”
Matt Church, Founder, Thought Leaders Global, Voted Top 10 Conference Speakers Globally

What Now?

Let’s start a conversation about how we could do great work together
Call me on +61 423 024 082
Email me at contact@shanemhatton.com

let’s connect
@shanemhatton

www.shanemhatton.com

